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Abstract
Bioinformatics represents an interdisciplinary compiling of biosciences and biotechnology with mathematics and informatics. Databases, especially factual databases as for example nucleotide and protein sequence databases, are one
of the most important tools in bioinformatics. Bioinformatics includes different subject areas, e.g., development of databases and software. The use of sequence and structure information stored in databases opens together with new concepts, such as neural networks, new approaches in molecular modeling for structure prediction and description, theories
and methods of 3D-modeling and of optimizing macromolecules, knowledge-bases sequence analysis and prediction of
protein folding, development of knowledge-based systems and artificial intelligence methods for applications in genome research, protein design, drug design, etc.
.
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1. Introduction
The availability of high-quality, up-to-date and comprehensive information is an important requirement in biotechnology and its applications in the ever widening
fields of medicine, pharmacy, agriculture, food industry
and the environmental sciences. Advances in biotechnology, especially in genome research, depend to an increasing extent on which required information is made
available and how it is used. The growing amount of
data, especially the genome projects, deliver an enormous number of sequence data, meaning that collecting,
processing and disseminating these data is only possible
with the help of modern information technology and international co-operation[1].
Modern biotechnology is highly information-dependent
and uses a wide variety of information sources and information technologies[2]. The consequences of rapid
developments in biotechnology with its tremendous
volume of data and in informatics with its potential for
processing and using date are:
1.
In relation to research –

the creation of a new scientific field: Bioinformatics
2.
In relation to infrastructures –

very large databases and smaller, more
highly specialized databases

highly sophisticated software for processing and using these databases
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efficient communication networks for
access to databases and information
exchange
establishment of information centers
for collection, processing and distribution of information
comprehensive information services.

Fig 1.Complete understanding of Bioinformatics

Many databases are available in various types of media:
Online via a number of networks and hosts, or on
CD-ROM, diskette, magnetic tape, or as a printed version.
The overall growth in the online database industry during
the past year can be traced through the statistics: 300
online databases were registered in the 1979 edition of
Directory of Online Database[5]. In the 1993 edition, the
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Gale Directory of Databases registered profiles more than
5200 online databases, among them about 250 with relevance to biotechnology, and more than 3200 database
products offered in portable form, among them about 150
with relevance to biotechnology (MAR-CACCIO, 1993).
The number of records stored in these databases increased
from 52 million (1975) to about 5 billion (1993)[5,7].
system of image segmentation by heuristic approach and
Hough transform. This method uses HT transform for
identification of curves, lines and circle in coin image.
From the acquired image, coin area is identified which
can also be used for classification of coin. This method
gives 97% accuracy during coin recognition. Fukumi et
al [5], tried to achieve 100% accuracy for recognition of
coins. They have used 500 yen coin and 500 won coin. In
this work they have used Back Propagation (BP) learning
and Genetic Algorithm (GA) to design a neural network
based coin recognition system. After training the network using BP, GA is used to reduce the size of network
by varying the architecture to achieve 99% recognition
accuracy rate.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach for coin
recognition based on statistical texture features using
gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) and sweep line
algorithm. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In section 2, we give a brief introduction of GLCM,
Sweep line algorithm and Circle drawing algorithm. Section 3 deals with the proposed coin recognition method.
Experimental results are discussed in section 4 and conclusion is presented in section 5.

2. Methodology
With the aim to improve the development of bioinformatics in Europe, in November 1990 the European
Chemical Industry Foundation (CEFIC) recommended to
the Commission of the European Communities the establishment of European Nucleotide Sequence Center. After
long discussion, in 1993 the decision has been made to
locate the new European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI)
at the Genome Campus near Cambridge in the UK. The
EBI will work to:
 ensure that the Data Library continues, develops in response to advancing biological research, and is capable of exploiting advances in
informatics;
 reinforce areas which have been neglected, particularly training and user support;
 make the voice of European bioinformatics
heard in the global arena;
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increase the effectiveness of dispersed,
high-quality European research and service by
entering into collaborations with centers of expertise throughout Europe.

The EBI will provide the EMBL Nucleotide
Sequence Database and the SWISSPROT Protein Sequence Database; support and distribute other databases
in collaboration with European scientist; help to coordinate the EMBnet nodes and molecular biology network
services; carry out research and development in the application of information technology, actively tracking
advances to explore their utility to biological problems;
provide quality user support; and ensure that Europeans
are globally competitive in the profession of bioinformatics.
U.S. activities in bioinformatics:
In connection with the U.S. Human Genome Program
and the U.S. Plant Genome Research Program may
large-scale bioinformatics projects were initialized, especially related to the development and improvement of
databases for sequence and map data, and software for
sequencing and mapping as well as for the creation and
use of databases .

2.1 ER- Diagram
ER diagram is a graphical representation of entities and
their relationships to each other, typically used in computing in regard to the organization of data within databases or information systems. An entity is a piece of data-an object or concept about which data is stored.A relationship is how the data is shared between entities. There
are three types of relationships between entities:
A. One-to-One
One instance of an entity (A) is associated with one other
instance of another entity (B). For example, in a database
of employees, each employee name (A) is associated with
only one social security number (B).

Fig 2.One-to-One
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B.

One-to-Many

One instance of an entity (A) is associated with zero, one
or many instances of another entity (B), but for one instance of entity B there is only one instance of entity A.
For example, for a company with all employees working
in one building, the building name (A) is associated with
many different employees (B), but those employees all
share the same singular association with entity A.

below drawn as rectangle boxes that holds the name
of the entity and attribute in two different notations as
there is no standard!

Fig 3.One-to-many

C.

Many-to-Many

Fig 4.Entity-Attributes Relationship

One instance of an entity (A) is associated with one, zero
or many instances of another entity (B), and one instance
of entity B is associated with one, zero or many instances
of entity A. For example, for a company in which all of
its employees work on multiple projects, each instance of
an employee (A) is associated with many instances of a
project (B), and at the same time, each instance of a project (B) has multiple employees (A) associated with it.

2.3 Relationship
a)Relationships provide connections between two or
more entities
ex: Which protein were used in which attributes
b)When two entities are involved in a relationship, it is
known as binary relationship.
c)When three entities are invoved in a relationship, it
is called as ternary relationship.
d)When more than three entities are involved in a relationship, it is usually broken in to one or more binary
or ternary relationships.
e)are drawn as a line linking the involved entities as.

Fig 3.Many-to-Many

2.2 Example for Entities & Attributes
1)are real world objects
ex: Protein
2)contain attributes
ex: Protein-id,Protein-class-name.
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Fig 5. Example ER-Diagram for protein database
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as an evaluation tool (e.g., Science citation Index).
 In industry:
Databases serve as a retrieval tool,
as an aid in decision-making and awareness of
competitors,
as tools for product and technology information and
evaluation,
as tools for sales force productivity.
 In the public eye:
Databases serve to help increase the public perception of biotechnology.

4. Conclusion
1.

2.

Fig 6. Example values for above Protein Database ER-Diagram

Creation of a new information consciousness and
information behavior
Supporting the development of a new attitude
and relationship to information:
 Information is an absolutely necessary component of research
 Information has its price.
Interdisciplinary cooperation
Recognizing the interdisciplinary character of
biotechnology, increased attention is being devoted
to establish
 a close interdisciplinary cooperation among
scientists from different fields;
 a broad linkage of biosciences and biotechnology with efficient informatics methods;
 a close interdisciplinary cooperation of all participants in research, industry, government, and
in public;
 productive interaction between producers and
users of biotechnology information.
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